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A b s t r a c t: The paper presents business models for sales channels management in telecommunications com-

panies; presenting international experience and best practices that are present among worldwide biggest players in 

telecom business. Based on their experience and detailed research explained in this paper, the authors proposed Val-

ues Based (VB) business models, as future proved model for steering telecom companies in near future. Moreover, 

based on VB business model we are presenting a detailed explanation of a sales channels motivation system in a tele-

communications company; IT infrastructure alignment and Network infrastructure implementation required for IT 

Tool that will support the motivation system. 
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ДЕЛОВНИ МОДЕЛИ ЗА УПРАВУВАЊЕ СО ПРОДАЖНИ КАНАЛИ  

ВО ТЕЛЕКОМУНИКАЦИСКИ КОМПАНИИ 

А п с т р а к т: Трудот ги презентира деловните модели за управување со продажни канали во 

телекомуникациски компании; како и интернационалните искуства и најдобрите практики кои се користени 

од страна на најголемите светски распространети телекомуникациски компании. Врз основа на нивните 

искуства и деталните истражувања објавени во овој труд, авторите препорачуваат вредносно базиран бизнис-

модел како модел на иднината за управување со телекомуникациските компании. Дополнително, врз основа 

на претставениот модел детално се обработени системот за мотивација на продажни канали во 

телекомуникациски компании; интеграција на IT инфраструктура и имплементацијата на Мрежната 

инфраструктура потребни како  IT алатки кои го поддржуваат системот за мотивација. 

Клучни зборови: управување базирано на вредност; бизнис модели во телекомуникации;  

мотивациски системи за продажни канали во телекомуникации; инвестирање во пазар 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of the telecommunica-

tions and the appearance of new different services 

and different types of technologies through which 

they are available, the increased number of com-

petitive operators, there is a need of introducing 

new models that will develop the business. These 

models aim to bring together all the basic corporate 
indicators coming from different fields of the com-

pany, such as marketing, sales, finance, strategy, 

and technology. Each telecom operator owns sev-

eral types of telecommunications network. It is 

composed of different network segments and to-

pologies, made by different producers. The net-

works are organized in different levels. There is 

IP/MPLS and WDM based transport infrastructure; 

a network for covering fixed services; a separate 
network for mobile service customers based on 

GPRS, GPRS, EDGE, 3G, 4G; broad band net-

work composed of different network types, such as 

ADSL, VDSL, DOCSIS, FTTX; networks based 
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on IPTV distribution. For each of these network 

types, there is a different strategy and development 

planning. Networks have different costs, time of 

development and number of customers who can 

use it. From the financial perspective, each of the 

networks has a different price, which should be 

divided into initial investment, maintenance cost, 

and cost for transfer to a more modern type of net-

work.  

Another perspective of the telecommunica-

tions business is the one of the customers. Each 

customer has different needs and demands that the 

telecommunication service should provide.  Each 

service has their own production cost, resources 

cost, sales price, and maintenance cost.  

The above listed aspects should be framed 

into a business model which will balance among 

the demands, the resources and the abilities.  

The key challenge to achieve this is creating a 

uniformed plan and a procedure for planning of the 

overall telecommunications network, encompass-

ing a number of limitations to the previously de-

fined aspects. The dimensions of time, space, and 

the level of details are additional limitations.   

The business model and the planning should 
make a balance between the abilities and the de-

mands.  

An important factor in planning and creating 

the models is the level of development of the tele-

communications market, e.g. whether the operator 

is a new or a dominant market player. The level of 

development of the country in which the business 

is developed, and the financial potential of the cus-

tomers, the expected revenue per customer and the 

workforce costs also play an important role.  

Historically, the planning foundations were 

set in the sphere of technology. At the very begin-

ning of the development of the telecom industry, 

the main focus was put on developing an opera-

tional plan to optimize and speed up the establish-

ment of the telecommunications network, e.g. find-

ing a way to maximise the results with the avail-

able financial, human and technological resources, 

or to bring the voice service to each citizen. Tech-

nology development and the introduction of differ-

ent types of telecommunications networks lead to 

the appearance of the problem of cross-level plan-

ning, which is important to optimize the resources 

of all types of networks. The aim is to optimize the 

costs and provide the most advanced technology, 

which will be sustainable for a long period of time. 

This is in particular important, considering the fast 
development of the industry.  

The traditional methods of planning and busi-

ness modelling of the telecommunications business 

in the newly developed market conditions become 

unproductive, i.e. they do not reflect the real busi-

ness, and cannot ensure their development in a sus-

tainable way. They are based on technology key 

performance indicators, which do not take into 

consideration the economic parameters. The tradi-

tional models are mainly based on volume of ser-

vice lines, without taking into consideration the 
qualitative value parameters.  

The remaining part of this paper is organized 

as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the 

most relevant research works in this field. Section 

3 presents the value based business model with a 

short overview, main principles of the methodol-

ogy, detailed definitions of the basic Key Perform-

ance Indicators (KPIs) and benefits of the telco-

company. Section 4 gives an overview and meth-

ods for implementation of a system for motivation 

of the sales force in a telecommunications com-
pany. In Section 5 we provide IT and network im-

plementation of the system. Finally, the last Sec-

tion 6 concludes this paper. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

The methodology for development of a moti-

vation system for sales channels in telecommuni-

cation is an interdisciplinary theory. For this rea-
son, there are closely-related papers with a similar 

content for this subject in the areas of economy – 

management and telecommunication. The main 

focus in this paper is an analysis of models for 

management of a telecommunications company 

based on value, and their practical usage with par-

ticular implementation. 

This issue is elaborated in detail by H. M. 

Schoening [1], who devotes two full chapters in his 

publication. He creates a detailed observation and 
analyses the operational management in telecom-

munications. There is a detailed elaboration of 

planning methods in telecommunications, from 

strategic planning to detailed micro-project plan-

ning. 

It the operational management [3] is not 

translated into a sales operational plan with well-

defined sales targets allocated per sales representa-

tive [3], it will not be realized with positive results. 

Sales channel management was comprehensively 

addressed by the father of the modern management 

Philip Kotler [3]. He put special focus on the eva-
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luation of the sales force and on models for man-

agement of the sales force. According to Kotler, 

the profit is main KPI for success. This should be 

embedded in the strategy of almost every main, 

global, telecommunications operator, as a basis of 

value based management. 

Eminent consulting companies from all over 

the world that work in area of telecommunications 

and management, recommend the value based 

steering model as the best managerial model into 

telecommunications industry. Some of them, such 

as KPMG Consulting and Mckinsey [6], use it as 

their own working model. Detecon International 

GmbH in one publication issued 2011 [7] deter-

mines this model of management of telecommuni-

cations company as a base for survival in the era of 

fast growing Over The Top (OTT) operators. 

This paper will present specific implementa-
tion of models and an IT system, based on the 

value-based business models for sales workforce 

management in the telecommunications industry. 

3. VALUE BASED BUSINESS MODEL  

The value based business model is grounded 

on value-add maximization. value add is the total 

profit of all sales transactions within a life time of 
a customer.  

 QTPVA ⋅⋅= , (1) 

where: P is istransaction profit, T is service cus-

tomer life time, and Q is the number of such ser-

vices. Unlike the classic planning model that is 

mainly focused on the number of transactions, this 
model also considers the quality of the transac-

tions.  

The overall domain of the value based busi-

ness model is an aggregate of the separate subdo-
mains, which cover the overall work of a telecom-

munications company from different aspects. For 

example, the value of the customers segmented by 

the type of contract is the first dimension. The 

overall value added of the company is a sum of the 

value adds of the new customers, the customers 

with contracts with limited duration, and the out-

of-contract customers. Another dimension is based 

on the type of services provided by the company. 

The overall VA is an aggregate of the VA of the 

mobile service, the VA of the fixed services, the VA 

of the convergent services, and the VA of the in-

formation communications technology (ICT) ser-
vices. 

In the traditional models for monitoring and 

planning of telecommunications businesses, KPIs 

include number of transactions, monthly revenue 

per customer, number of lost customers, and cost 

per customer line. When these indicators are used, 

it is difficult to make a comparison of the KPIs 

among different categories, such as: comparison of 

performance of sales of different technology, qual-

ity of results of different sales channels, quality of 

the regional sales, etc.  

The value based model encompasses KPIs di-

vided into two categories: basic and calculated. 

Basic KPIs are those linked to direct measurement 

of parameters, such as:  

� number of transactions (customers),  

� number of customers lost in the first months 

after the sales of the service,  

� number of out-of-contract customers,  
� revenue per customer,  

� lifetime of the customer, as a customer of 

the telecommunications company,  

� direct costs for using the service, costs for 

acquisition or keeping a customer, 

� operational sales costs.   

 
In addition to the basic KPIs, there are also 

calculated ones, with a pre-defined description and 

calculation method.  These include: 

� value add, 

� value add per user, 

� value add per lifetime, 

� average net revenue per user, 

� return on investment, 

� period of return on investment. 

These KPIs are monitored for a period of one 

year, and they are compared to the expected pa-
rameters of the company. They are also used to 

support the management in decision-making on 

new investments, providing information about the 

expected profit.  

The indicators that compose the model can be 

grouped into four basic groups, as follows (Figure 

1):  

 

Fig. 1. Indicator groups 
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According to the criterion for obtaining the 

results, the indicators are divided into calculated 

and predictive, based on the Cohort methodology. 

The former category includes the exact indicators, 

based on the specific data received from the data-

base of the telecom operator; the latter are cal-

culated based on a predefined methodology, based 

on value prediction of a specific indicator, based 

on historic data with similar characteristics, statis-

tically calculated. 
The first group of indicators, the quality indi-

cators, measure and represent the quality of the 

customers that interact with the telecom operator. 

Indicators show the average revenue per user and 

the monthly subscription per user. They are 

grouped in several categories, by type of contract 

(acquisition or renewal), customer segmentation, 

and type of sales channel (retail, indirect sales, di-

rect sales, etc.). 

The key indicator, on which the methodology 

is based, is the average revenue per user (ARPU). 

It is represented at the level of a customer line, and 

it denotes a sum of the monthly subscription, reve-

nue by traffic above the monthly subscription, in-

terconnection revenue, and revenue based on addi-

tional services that are directly linked to the cus-

tomer and the customer’s line. It is expressed in a 

certain currency.  

The way of its calculation depends on the 

type of a customer’s contact that needs to be ana-

lyzed. When permanent users are analyzed, the cal-

culations methods are based on real data, whereas 

for new users, due to the lack of historic data, the 

Cohort statistical method is used for value predic-

tion.  

The most frequently used Cohort method is 

calculation of average ARPU for customers for 
which historic data for three months is available, 

i.e. they became customers of the operator four 

months ago; they have the same tariff, and belong 

to the same customer segment. The average is 

taken as expected revenue for the new customer. 

The aim of this approximation is to determine the 

calculated indicators and to assess business devel-

opment in the forthcoming period. 

In addition to the basic usage of the ARPU 

indicator for acquiring a new customer, when cus-

tomer’s contacts for renewal of contracts are made, 

different types of sub-types of ARPU are used, as 

follows: 

� ARPU per contract renewal; 

� ARPU before contract renewal; 

� ARPU of an out-of-contract customer; 

� ARPU of a lost customer. 

Each of the listed indicators has a specific 

role. The difference between the first two repre-

sents the net profit from customer contract re-

newal.  ARPU of an out-of-contract customer is 

used for making a decision whether a certain group 

should proactively be covered with a customer 

contract.  ARPU of a lost customer evaluates the 

quality of the lost customers. 

The second category of the basic indicators is 

the indicators of volume or a number of customer 

interactions.  They are divided into indicators for 

acquisition, and indicators for retain of customers.   

The volume indicators on acquisition of new 

customers include new prepaid and post-paid ser-

vice customers, as well as the indicator on early 

forced churn, directly linked to the number of new 

post-paid customers. The indicators on retaining 

customers include: number of renewed customer 
contracts of post-paid services, number of unsuc-

cessfully renewed contracts or lost customers, 

number out-of-contract customers, average number 

of customers that are dismounted of the network, 

and number of customers with down sales migra-

tion from post-paid to prepaid and generate loss for 

the company.  

The third group of indicators presents the av-

erage lifetime of the customer at the telecom op-

erator. In the sub-category for concluding contracts 
with new customers, there is an indicator on the 

average lifetime of the acquired customers. The 

dimensions of renewal of customer contract in-

clude the lifetime of permanent customers, average 

lifetime of operators’ out-of-contract customers, 

duration of contract after renewal, and average life-

time after migration form prepaid to post-paid.  

The last, fourth group of indicators encom-

passes the cost-related indicators. They are group-

ed in two groups, direct costs related to service 

usage, and costs for acquisition and renewal of 

contract. Both categories are expressed in cur-

rency. Direct sales include interconnection costs, 

roaming costs and costs for additional services. 

The second group of costs is related to acquisition 

and renewal of customer contracts, and it includes 

costs for subsidising phones, service line cost, 
sales commission and incentive. For more thor-

ough monitoring, one more level of detail is intro-

duced, defined by an additional group of costs, i.e. 

costs specific for each sales channel.  This sub-

group is composed of the following types of costs: 

BTL advertising within one sales channel, rental, 

leasing, personnel costs for the employees, and IT 
costs. These costs are divided by sales channel, in 
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order to have the profitability of each of them de-

termined.  

The calculated indicators are based on the ba-

sic four groups of indicators. These indicators are 

the ground of the model; the strategic goals of the 

company are defined and the business is managed 

based on their calculation. They are grouped into 

two groups: 

� Primary: Value add (VA/CM2) and value 

add to long-term (VA'/CM2'). 

� Secondary: Return on investment (RoMI) 

and period of return on investment.  

i
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In which, ARPU is the average total monthly 

revenue per analyzed user, Direct Cost is the direct 

cost defined above in this paper, life Time is the 
number of months of the customer, and MI is in-
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realization costs. 
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In which, RoMI is a calculated indicator that 

denotes how many times the investment will be 

returned (MI), during the customer LifeTime.  

Payback or return on investment – the number 

of months in which the investment will be returned 

(MI). 

The key advantages of the value based model 

are the higher flexibility and the greater level of 

detail in comparison to the traditional models 

based on planning of service lines and revenue. 

The flexibility is expressed through the ability to 

monitor all processes, all positive and negative 

transaction in a telecommunications company, by 

using the same indicators.  

The general parameter VA converts all types 

of customer transactions into a comparable unit, 

regardless to technology dimension, customer 

segmentation, type of service, sales channel, re-

gion, etc. In addition, this model easily illustrates 

other revenue and transactions that are not techni-

cally based, such as additional services, additional 

sales, etc. A great level of detail is enabled in all 

dimensions, and the advantages and the disadvan-

tages are accurately located.  

Each telecom operator that would like to en-

sure their future, expects convergent business and 

diversification of the business towards sales of in-

surance, energy etc., has to adjust and implement 

this or a similar model based on maximization of 

value add (VA). 

4. SYSTEM FOR MOTIVATION  

OF THE SALES CHANNELS  

Throughout the different periods of develop-

ment of the telecommunications, different systems 

for motivation of sales force have been developed. 

The aim of these models is to establish a direct link 

between the motivation of the sales workforce and 

the defined company goals.  

The models for motivation are directly related 

to the business management models with telecom-

munications companies. There has to be similar or 

equal set-up of the key indicators of business mod-

elling and those of the sales force.  Therefore, it 

can be concluded that motivation models have 

been developed simultaneously with the business 

management models of the telecommunications 

companies.  

The development of the sales motivation sys-

tems has been significantly influenced by the de-

velopment of the products (services) offered by the 

company. If the company has a wide portfolio, the 

motivation models should be adjusted to compre-

hensively cover the whole product portfolio, and 

ensure high quality sales for achieving company’s 

business plans. 

When the telecommunications company 

started to develop, the services have been in high 

demand, so there was no need of organized sales. 

Customers proactively demanded services. The 

companies faced with higher demand than their 

available capacities to deliver the services. The 

competition at the market hardly existed, because 

most often only one operator was available on a 

certain territory. At that point of time, sales force 

motivation systems did not exist (Figure 2). 
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Fig. 2. Model types 

The first motivational models appeared at the 

same time with the development of the competi-

tion. The operators put efforts to attract as many 

customers as possible. The motivation models 

were based on the number of sales transactions, 

based on a very simple principle: each salesperson 

should sell a certain number of telephone lines. If 

the set target is achieved, an adequate motivation 

follows.  

Parallel to the development of the competi-

tion, along with the growth of the product portfo-

lios with services such as internet, mobile phones, 

television, and others, a need arose for organiza-

tion and development of sales networks that will 

put greater efforts to sell more than the competi-

tion. The key indicator for sales quality was the 

number of sold services with the level of profit-

ability as an additional criterion. For the first time, 

a gradual motivation system was developed, that 

acknowledges the level of profitability of the 

transaction when the incentive is paid. 

The next level of development of the sales 

motivation models in the telecommunications in-

dustry is a result of the stronger competition at the 

market. With the appearance of a greater number 

of operators, the customers are in a favourable po-

sition and often change them, sometimes causing 

loss to the operator. Therefore, the companies in-

troduce protection mechanisms that aim to increase 

the lifetime of their customers. Thus, this indicator 

was directly introduced in the motivation models. 

In addition to the quality of sales, the incentive 

also depends on a second quality parameter, which 

is the lifetime of the customer; the longer the cus-

tomer is committed to use the service, the higher 

incentive will be paid (Figure 2).  

The competition at the telecommunications 

market in the last couple of years reaches its ze-

nith. There is fight over each customer. Each op-

erator returns part of the profit to the market where 

it is present, by supporting different types of in-

vestments, which unlike the investments in infra-

structure, they reduce the profit without offering 

any advantage. Recently, the operators have di-

rectly invested into the process of acquisitioning 

customers and service provisioning.  Investments 

in the sales force and direct marketing have been 

increased. This investment becomes a significant 

part of the cost for service provisioning.  There-

fore, an additional dimension has been included in 

the management of the sales transactions. Sub-

scriber acquisition cost (SAC) and a subscriber 

retention cost (SRC) have been introduced. These 

are subsidies for the customer given as a discount 

when telephone is purchased, or a discount to the 

monthly subscription fee. These two parameters 

are the key vector of the modern sales force moti-

vation systems.  

In addition to the SAC/SRC parameters, the 

model for sales force motivation should incorpo-

rate the following parameters (Figure 2):  
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� Number of transactions; 

� Contribution margin on the level of direct cost; 

� Lifetime. 

This model is named value based model for 

sales force motivation (VBS model). This model 

creates balance or a link between the value of the 

subsidy to the customer and the total sales cost to 

the user. These two indicators are inverse. The 

higher the investment in the customer, the easier is 

the sales.  

The aim of defining this kind of motivation 

system is to define proportion between the profit-

ability of each sales transaction in the lifetime of 

the customer, and the payment of the incentive di-

rectly lineked to the value add (VA) generated by 

the transaction. 

 i

n

i

pi VAaaymoneypay ∑
=

⋅=

1

)...(].[  (5) 

In which y(a1 ..ap) is a function that defines 

the percentage of the value added VAi that the tele-

com operator pays as an incentive for the acquired 

customer. This function is dependent on different 

factors a1..ap, such as: level of accomplishment of 

the sales target and proportion related to it, avail-

able budget for incentives, product category, posi-

tioning of the product at the telecommunications 

market, the sales channel that makes the transac-

tion, comparability  among the sales channels if the 

sales transaction is not made through one channel 

only, etc.  

If for VAi we substitute the previously defined 

equation  
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and we fix exactly the i – transaction, we will 

come to the general function of the VBS–based mo-

tivation system: 

]
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This equation calculates the value of the in-

centive from sales transactions only – hard pay-

ment. Usually, the sales force motivation models 

include quantificator that evaluates customers’ sat-

isfaction, i.e. whether the customer is satisfied with 

the service provided by the salesperson, whether 

the service was well explained, whether he receiv-

ed support for setting the device, was the salesper-

son kind, etc.  This part is called soft evaluation. It 

is conducted on the basis of customers’ surveys, 

interviews, etc. Other KPIs that are clearly defined 

and measurable were well defined.  

The value of this soft payment can be fully 

independent from the payment received by the 

hard payment, or it can be proportional to it. The 

most frequently used model is the one in which the 

final payment directly correlates to the sales in-

centive payment, corrected as per the quality of the 

evaluation in the soft part:  

 ],.[)...(][. 1 moneypatkkSoftmoneytotalpay i ⋅=  

  (8) 

in which Soft() is a function that connects the pre-

defined KPIs that reflect customers’ satisfaction.  

There are other relations between the soft and 

the hard parts, i.e. they can be mutually independ-

ent, double dependence on the hard part, etc.  

 ],.[)...(][. 1 moneypatkkSoftmoneytotalpay i +=  

  (9) 
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The final link is a management decision that 

depends on the market conditions and the posi-

tioning of the telecommunications company.  

In order to have a complete model, well ac-

cepted by the employees as an incentive model, in 

addition to the exactness of the calculations, it 

should also have the following characteristics:  

� Minimal guarantied salary that the employee 

receives to cover their basic costs. The incen-
tive is paid on top of the salary.  

� A minimum threshold below which incentive 

is not paid 

� Simplicity – each transaction has to have a 

clearly defined value. 

� Transparency–each of the employees has to 

have real time information about the work he 

accomplished and the incentive for it. 

� Sustainable design, with a modular approach 

adjusted towards the quick changes of the 

product portfolio and market conditions. 

� Flexibility to market conditions changes, the 

fast technology development, and the product 

development.  
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Then the sales force motivation models are 

created, in addition to the calculation model as a 

basis for exactness and transparency, in the trans-

action value procedure, processes for setting tar-

gets, evaluation period, and an IT infrastructure for 

monitoring of the results in real time.  

5. IT AND NT IMPLEMENTATION 

One of the basic components of the sales 

force motivation system is the IT tool. It enables 

the key characteristics of the system, such as:  

� Transparency, 

� Simplicity, 

� Flexibility, 

� real time information. 

Without an IT system, sales force manage-

ment would be almost impossible. All the previ-

ously defined critical characteristics would lose 

their sense without an IT system.The timely moni-

toring of results, the real time management, and the 

coverage of the sub process of setting targets and 

evaluation with an automated system are its key 

advantages.  All these functionalities gain higher 

importance, and it can be concluded that it is im-

possible to implement this type of system without 

IT support, by telecom operators which by their 

size belong to the pan-continental operators, with 

several thousands of employees, organized by dif-

ferent regions dispersed in different places and 

managed in different types of sales channels with 

their own specificities.  

For the implementation of the tool that will 

support the value based sales force motivation sys-

tem, several adjustments of the existing IT systems 

implemented in the telecom operator are needed.  

To create a product catalogue for the motivation 

model, a direct intervention in the Customer Rela-

tion Management (CRM) system is needed, in two 

main modules. Initially, information about the in-

centive paid to employee in case of sales of a cer-

tain service line should be added to the CRM 

product catalogue. To ensure that this information 

is available, an analysis should be conducted in the 

frame of the data ware house (DWH), in which the 

historic data on the lifetime of the product are kept. 

Based on the DWH data and the calculative model, 

additional attribute in the model is given, which 

provides information about the payment amount.  

The second upgraded module is the one on 

proactive sales and preparation of a dedicated of-

fer. This module should create offers for the end 

user, based on the DHW historic data on the cus-

tomers’ habits and needs. This information is ac-

cessible to the employee in direct contact with the 

customer, aiming to have value-add steered sales. 

During the sales, the employee optimizes the cus-

tomers’ needs and the maximized personal income, 

based on the several pre-defined offers received by 

the DWH module.  

With these adjustments, further implementa-

tion of the IT tool for sales force motivation is en-

abled.  

The sales force motivation system is an in-

formation system which includes aggregated in-

formation from different disciplines: product struc-

ture, customers’ habits and segmentation, volume 

sales, and type of sales.  

For this reason, the system has direct links to 

almost all basic IT systems within a telecom op-

erator (Figure 3). The application is composed of 

several modules, as follows:  

� Product catalogue. 

� Module for setting sales target – soft and hard 

indicators. 

� Module for operational organization of the 

sales force = organization of channels, hierar-

chical organization, and hierarchy of applica-

tion users. 

� Reporting and analysis module. 

� Interface for sales force monitoring and man-

agement – cockpit. 

� Incentive payment module. 

 

Fig. 3. IT infrastructure 

The product catalogue is a module that aims 

to set the value based evaluation of the sales trans-

actions (Table 1). It is directly linked to the CRM 

and DWH systems. Its second function is to enable 

transparent overview of the values:  
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T a b l e  1  

Product catalogue 

# 

Product 

name 

Product 

group 

Focus 

product 

Payment 

amount (€) 

1 Product 1 Convergent 1,3 1.5 

2 Product 2 Convergent 1,2 1.75 

3 Product 3 Voice 1 0.75 

4 Product 4 Voice 1 0.5 

5 Product 5 Data 1 0.68 

6 Product 6 Data 1 0.99 

 
The sales target setting module is composed 

of the following functional units: sales target dis-

tribution per sales channel, sales target distribution 

per region, sales target distribution per employee, 

defining soft target criteria, and soft target setting. 

The aim of this module is distribution of the com-

pany goals to each involved stakeholder, as well as 

setting sales target per employee.  

The operational organization module defines 

the roles and the structure of the system users from 

an IT perspective, e.g. administrators, business 

side, system administrators, end users, as well as 

their hierarchy in the context of regional structure 

and organizational positioning.  

The reporting and analysis module contains 

reports used for monitoring of the sales perform-

ance and contains information needed for sales 

channel management.   

The interface seed by the employees who fol-

low the basic sales performance indicators is pre-

sented in Figure 4. 

This interface enables that the employees 

have real time monitoring of their personal results.  

The last module is the one on incentive cal-

culation. 

The sales force motivation system should be 

available at real time to every sales location and 

ever sales representative, in order to have fully 

achieved functionality, but also the sense of its ex-

istence. Parts of the employees are located in the 

premises of the telecom operator, but it should be 

ensured that those who are out of the premises 

should have access to the motivation system. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Sales Performance Cockpit 
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The network infrastructure should be divided 

into three separate logic zones (Figure 5). A server 

farm composed of two categories of systems: ap-

plicative and DWH systems, which represent the 

inner side of the system. They are organized in a 

cluster due to the need of redundancy. The appli-

cation servers are placed in a separate demilita-

rized zone (DMZ). The application is hosted on a 

web server, to ensure easier access through HTTP 

or HTTPS protocol in dispersed locations due to 

the topology of the sales persons in different sales 

channels. The access to internet should be pro-

tected by a firewall system. 

 

Fig. 5. Network Infrastructure 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the latest trends in the 

business management development in the field of 

telecommunications. Its main focus is the sales 

force motivation systems with specific implemen-

tation. There is only one method for surviving on 

the market of telecommunication; to find qualified 

difference and to optimize the work.  

The bases for the operations of the telecom 

operators, aiming to create qualitative difference, 

are those aspects that are presented in this paper: 

optimal management models with maximizing 

value add and cost reduction.  

The presented business models are in line 

with the time in which the telecommunications op-

erators function, the market conditions, and the 

customers’ demands. They support the technology 

development and enable different mechanisms in 

the segment of marketing communications and 

sales force organization. A direct link is made be-

tween the sales and the expectations by the man-

agement. It can be concluded that for a telecom-

munications operator to survive in this chaotic 

market, the following aspects in its work should be 

introduced and maintained: advanced value based 

business models and a motivated sales force with a 

value add incentive system. The companies set on 

solid foundations, will keep the pace with the time 

and successfully deal with the global and local 

challenges.  
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